We are tacitly assuming that lim^^l a ό | exists, i.e., T is a bounded operator. If | α, | = | a j+1 | for j = 1, 2, , then T is (up to unitary equivalence) simply a multiple of the justly famous unilateral shift.
We recall that an operator T on a Hubert space H is subnormal if it is the restriction of a normal operator to an invariant subspace. The terms "point", "continuous" and "residual spectrum" have their usual meaning and are designated by #>(•), 0V( ) and o β { ) respectively. THEOREM 
Let T be a monotone shift on H where A = _«, \a,j\, then (i) \\T\\ = A (ii) σ R {T) = {z: \z\ < A} (iii) σ P (T*) = {z:\z\<A] (iv) t
Proof. Assume T is a spectral operator; then ϊ 7 * is also a spectral operator which can be written as S + N where S is a scalar operator and N a commuting quasi-nilpotent. By Theorem 1 we know that every point in the disc | z | < 11 T \ \ is an eigenvalue of T *. Invoking Corollary 5 to Theorem 1 of [2] every point in the disc \z\ < || T\\ is an eigenvalue of S. But S is similar to a normal operator which must have an uncountable number of distinct eigenvalues. Thus our original assumption was ill founded.
Next we would like explicitly exhibit a normal extension B of T assuming T to be subnormal. The normal extension we construct will be minimal, (see [1] , [3] for a discussion of subnormal operators). From now on we will assume a^ Φ 0 for i = 1, 2, •••. There is no real loss in generality if we do so. For if a x -a 2 = = a n -0, then the subspace M spanned by {<Pi, ,<p n } is a reducing subspace of T and moreover T is normal on M. Hence we are really only concerned with what takes place in M 1 . Let us designate the original basis for H = H {1) by {φf ] }°°= l9 We shall use the terms a ά and aψ interchangeably as a notational convenience. It will be to our advantage to assume that αj υ > 0, for j -1, 2, , and we may do this by simply rotating the <pj 
, k, and 6f
is well defined for j ^ fc and since ff ίn) was at least A -dimensional, a^ Φ 0 for i = 1, , k -1; hence α^+ 1) Φ 0 f or i = 1, , k -1 as we wished to show. Let us go back to the defining relation , dim iί (%) and n -1, 2, .
and Now that we have a normal extension of T in concrete form it is not difficult to read off some necessary conditions for the subnormality of T. In fact, it is clear that:
( I ) {aff + (bpγ ^ (a&Y for rc = 2, 3, ••., and i = 1, 2, ••-, (otherwise it would not be possible to define 6J n+1> compatibly with the normality of B). (if b^ = 0 ίfcβπ α^} is ta&ew to δe
Proof. The necessity of (I), (II) and (III) has already been proved. In the other direction, since conditions (I) and (II) are satisfied the recursive definitions of the af +1) and δ^+ 1) make sense. We now set + b^φf-v where {φ^} is an orthonormal basis for H {n) . If bfj -0 then <p ( v is omitted from the basis. With this definition it should be clear from the former construction that
(Here as elsewhere all should be interpreted as vacuously covering the case when φψ* has been omitted from the basis.) Thus B is defined and satisfies || Bx ]| -|| B*x || on finite linear combinations of the basis elements. From (III) we may infer that B is bounded: certainly || B || ^ 2M. Hence B is defined and is normal on all of H = Σ Θ H {n) . We remark that the af )y s were taken to be real only as a notational convenience. To modify the theorem for an arbitrary monotone shift one need only add absolute value signs in the appropriate places.
Let a 1 , « ,α w be given. If there exist elements α Λ+1 , α Λ+2 , •••, such that Tφ ό =α J 9> ί +1 for j = 1, 2, , is a subnormal operator, we will call T SL subnormal completion of a u , a n . In Theorem 5 we will show that for any a u a 2 , a 3 where I «i I < I σ 2 1 < I Oa I, there exists a subnormal completion. However, one can specify a u a 2 , a 3 , α 4 , where a 1 < α 2 < a 3 < a 4 , in such a manner that they can not be completed to form a subnormal monotone shift. This can be easily done by making use of necessary condition (I), Proof. We may take a u α 2 , α 3 to be positive. The a n 's for the minimal completion are given by the following rule:
Since αi_i/(α^_ 2 -α^_ 2 ) > 1 the right side is strictly positive and a n+1 > a n . The defining relation (2) is simply the necessary condition (af Y + (bf γ -(af^Y ^ 0 with equality holding.
Next we will find a more convenient expression for a n . From (2) we have:
and so by induction, 
From (6) we can see that {αj converges and we will shortly compute the limit. Is the operator T defined from the a n '& actually subnormal? Let us write down its normal extension. We see from (2) } is decreasing and thus converges which also implies that {a[ n) } converges to zero. Combining (ii) and (iii) we have
Thus which implies {b[ n)
} converges since {b { 2 n) } does. Now B the normal extension of T must be a bounded operator.
We will compute the norm of this completion from (6). Let A = lim^ I a 3 -1 2 = || T \\\ Then (6) yields
Recalling that C = α?α2 [(α3 -al)f(a\ -af) ] and selecting the proper root of the quadratic equation yields
{the expression inside the radical is positive). Before we show that the subnormal operator T which we constructed to complete a u α 2 , α 3 is minimal in norm, we will prove that it is an efficient subnormal completion in another sense. Let Sφ ά ~ Cjψ j+1 be any subnormal operator with c t = α^ for i -1, 2, 3. Rather than be inundated by absolute value signs we will assume that both the α/s and the c/s are positive. Now the necessary condition (I)
(aψγ + {bψγ -{afuγ ^ o applied to the operator S yields the following analogue to (2): and if we argue as before we can reduce this to (10)
If the completion c n is different from the one given above then for some first k we have c k > a k (it can not be less by the necessary condition (I)). But then we have V
V -VI =
Hence Cj > a ό for j ^ k. Now we will prove the last statement of the theorem. Let S and Cj be as above. Let k be the smallest integer such that a ]c+2 -c k+2 but a k+d < c k+2>a Using the necessary condition (I) we arrive at (Ha)
These are obtained by a restricted telescoping of (3) then one can obtain a subnormal completion by defining a n for n ^ 5 as in (2) . When one has a u •••, α 5 this definition does not work for reasons sufficiently complicated to remain unmentioned here. Proof. We will assume that the α/s are positive. Let k be the smallest integer such that a k = α fc+1 . If & ^ 2 then by Theorem 4 of [5] we are through. For the case ί;^3we now make use of Theorem 4. We observe that is either infinite dimensional or dimiϊ (2) <£ n. In the proof of Theorem 5 we constructed a subnormal operator where dim iϊ (3) = 2. Given a l9 α 2 , α 3 , α 4 , where α 4 satisfies the necessary condition (I), the construction yields an operator where dim H i3) = 3. Using the last theorem we can construct several counter-examples. In [4] we encounter the following:
THEOREM. If T is hyponormal and T n is normal for some integer n then T is normal.
The question arises whether the theorem remains valid with normal replaced by subnormal (in both hypothesis and conclusion). The answer is no. Define Tφ, = (l/4)<p 8> Tφ 2 = (l/2)<p 8 , T Ψi -φ i+1 for i ^ 3. Clearly T is hyponormal, but not subnormal by the previous theorem, We claim T n is subnormal for n ^ 2. For T , then we may write T 2 as the direct sum of operators acting on ΈL γ -{span of g 3 ) and H 2 = {span of /^}. Now if ify* = (1/8) g 2 and F ± gj = ^ +1 for j" Ξ> 2, then F 1 is subnormal on H λ . Similarly, if FJi! = (l/2)h 2 and ίy^ = λ i+1 for j" = 2, then F 2 is subnormal on iϊ 2 . But T 2 on H equals 2^ 0 F 2 on iϊ x 0 iϊ 2 and hence T 2 is subnormal. For n ^ 3, T % can be shown to be subnormal by a similar argument. We will now exhibit two subnormal operators which are similar but whose (minimal) normal extensions are not. Let {φj}J =1 be an orthonormal basis for H. Define Tφ ά -φ j+1 for j = 1, 2, 3, , and Sφ, = (l/2)^2, Sφ s = 9? i+1 for j = 2, 3,
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